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In his debut cookbook, James Beard Award–winning chef Dan Kluger shares 190 recipes to

help home cooks master flavor and techniqueDan Kluger, a chef celebrated for his simple yet

flavorful food, knows there’s more to mastering cooking than just following directions. So with

each of the innovative, elegant recipes in his debut cookbook, he includes a valuable lesson

that applies beyond the tasty dish. For example, master the art of mixing raw and cooked

versions of the same ingredient while preparing a Sugar Snap Pea Salad with Manchego

Vinaigrette. From homemade pantry items to vegetable mains, meats, and grains, this book is

not just sophisticated recipes but a master class of lessons for more flexibility and innovation in

the kitchen.
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was a student in Syracuse University’s food service program and was asked to show around a

special visitor who’d be speaking at my school that day: Danny Meyer.At the time, the

restaurateur had recently opened his second establishment, Gramercy Tavern, and his first,

Union Square Cafe, was considered one of New York City’s best restaurants.I took Danny to

the Carrier Dome, where they put “Welcome Danny Meyer” in big lights on the scoreboard.

Then we ate lunch. At the end, I asked if I could do a summer internship with him, and he

connected me with his managing partner at Union Square Cafe, Paul Bolles-Beaven. I didn’t

know it at the time, but this was my first real step to becoming a chef and, eventually, a

restaurateur.My internship at Union Square Cafe was everything you would expect from one of

the country’s most influential restaurants. It was informative, challenging, and eye-opening, but

most of all it taught me about hospitality. I learned how much time, effort, and training it

required to offer guests exceptional service, and I filed these lessons away in case I ever had



the opportunity to run my own restaurant.After I graduated, I returned to Union Square Cafe to

work in the front of the house. My duties there ranged from answering phones and hosting to

taking wine inventory. Curious about what was happening in the back of the house, I spent my

days off in the organized chaos of the restaurant’s kitchen. There, sous chefs Kenny

Callaghan, Stephen Sherman, and Elise Loh put me to work while opening their hearts and

minds to me.A few months later, I realized that I didn’t have the patience to work as a host for a

couple of years until a management position opened up. As I started to look around for another

job, Michael Romano, the restaurant’s executive chef, offered me a position as prep cook. I

accepted and spent the next six months peeling potatoes, frying calamari, and cleaning

artichokes. I loved the work, and became competent enough to move up through the kitchen

ranks over the next couple of years, amassing knowledge about cooking, teamwork, and

hustle. Michael had an incredible knowledge of French and Italian cooking, and Elise had an

extensive palate for Asian flavors.While cooking at Union Square Cafe, I also met Floyd

Cardoz, who was preparing to open another Danny Meyer restaurant, Tabla. The food he was

developing for Tabla was unlike anything I’d seen or tasted: Rooted in his Indian culture, he

executed the elevated French techniques he’d perfected as the chef de cuisine at the

esteemed Lespinasse. I liked Floyd’s demeanor in the kitchen: He was kind, respectful, and

always willing to teach me something new. We hit it off, and he asked me to come work with

him. I started at the newly opened Tabla in 1998 as a line cook, and eventually became the

restaurant’s first chef de cuisine. I learned a lot during the seven years I cooked with Floyd, not

only about technique and Indian ingredients, but most importantly about how to balance sweet,

sour, spicy, salty, and bitter flavors, as well as how contrasting temperatures and textures can

make a dish so much fun to eat. This experience laid the groundwork for how I cook today.I

eventually ran out of rungs to climb at Tabla, so Floyd connected me with Tom Colicchio, who

hired me for a project he was consulting on, a members-only organization in Midtown

Manhattan called the Core Club. Leading up to the opening, I honed my skills at Tom’s

restaurant, Craft, along with Damon Wise, Craft’s executive chef. Together, Tom and Damon

helped me build the confidence to be the Core Club’s executive chef when it opened. I

developed breakfast, lunch, and dinner menus that adhered to my approach of using seasonal

ingredients, manipulated as little as possible, while balancing the flavors and textures I’d

developed at Tabla.At every one of my restaurant jobs, I spent as much time in the Union

Square Greenmarket as possible, not only to source food, but to find inspiration. So it’s no

surprise that my next job came from a connection there. One day I was at the market, visiting

one of my favorite farmers, Franca Tantillo. She turned to me and said, “Hey, Dan, do you know

Jean-Georges Vongerichten?” The famous chef was nearby, picking out some cucumbers. She

made an introduction, and two days later I was interviewing with him for a job. I accepted a

position as the chef of the Mark Hotel, where I was not only fortunate enough to be part of a

buzzy hotel opening, but I also became part of Jean-Georges’s team of roving chefs who

opened restaurants in Arizona, Atlanta, Washington, D.C., and beyond. This team was led by

JGV’s longtime chef and VP of operations, Danny Del Vecchio. Danny is an incredible person

who versed me in Jean-Georges’s cuisine, but more importantly taught me a lot about

organization. He was a master at building teams and opening restaurants, and I count him as

not only a dear friend but a mentor.Once the Mark Hotel was open for room service, Jean-

Georges came to me with the opportunity of a lifetime, ABC Kitchen. His business partner, Phil

Suarez, ran two restaurants inside the ABC Carpet & Home building, and I had already spent

some time there helping out. (I was also fortunate enough to befriend the restaurants’ general

manager, George Kantlis, who would help me open Loring Place years later.) Phil and Jean-



Georges wanted to revamp the restaurants with something more “farm to table,” which was

then still a nascent concept in New York. Jean-Georges knew how influential the Greenmarket

was to my cooking, and thought I was a natural fit to be the chef of ABC Kitchen. I couldn’t

have been more excited.While we prepared to open ABC Kitchen, I soaked up everything that

Jean-Georges shared with me. Our palates were very similar—we both loved the high notes

that acidity and spicy ingredients bring to a dish—so I didn’t feel like there was a huge learning

curve. Greg Brainin, Jean Georges’s culinary director, also had an amazing palate, along with

a devotion to technique. made an incredible impact on my cooking. We opened ABC Kitchen in

2010, and the accolades and awards soon started pouring in. I had access to amazing local

ingredients and the freedom to cook my style of food: sophisticated but approachable and

affordable, familiar yet always exciting and boldly flavored. My four-year tenure at ABC was an

amazing experience, and I’m forever grateful for the opportunity that Phil, Jean-Georges, Greg,

and the ABC Home team gave me. They helped me hone my skills, sharpen my palate, and

made me a better leader. But most of all, they inspired me to become an entrepreneur and

open my own place.I found the space for my restaurant, Loring Place, in 2014, but it took

another two years to finally open our doors. Like this cookbook, Loring Place is a culmination of

my experiences cooking in some of New York’s best restaurants over the past twenty years,

and an opportunity to spread my wings.How to Use This BookOver the years, so many diners

and friends have asked me how to re-create at home what I’ve served them at my restaurant.

It’s easy for me to put together a dish, but it’s very difficult for me to explain the hows and whys

of what I’ve cooked—at least on the spot.So I dedicated myself to putting it down on paper. My

goal, however, isn’t to simply give you a collection of recipes to follow to the letter. That is a

great place to start, of course, but I want you to get so much more out of this book. I want you

to see how I build and balance flavors—specifically acidic, sweet, salty, and spicy ones—to

create dishes that are exciting from the first bite through the last. I also want you to come away

with an understanding of texture: how a little bit of crunch can make a good dish great, or why I

slow-roast a piece of fish instead of searing it in a pan.Regardless of your competence in the

kitchen, this book will teach you some new cooking techniques. You’ll learn the importance of

using a wire rack when roasting vegetables, how to blend and emulsify sauces and dressings

so they’re silky smooth, and how to get the most out of a hot grill. Some chefs like to flaunt their

technique on the plate. In most cases I like to hide my technique, to make complicated dishes

look simple and approachable.Most of all, I want this cookbook to elevate your appreciation for

high-quality ingredients and your dedication for sourcing them. So many of my recipes are

inspired by the farmers market and the treasures I discover there. Every restaurant I’ve worked

at during my career has been within a short stroll from the Union Square Greenmarket, and I

spend every free moment I can spare there, talking with farmers and tasting everything they’ll

let me sample. Like many chefs these days, I try to cook with the seasons, letting whatever

looks best at the market lead the way. As such, I’ve ordered the recipes in each chapter

according to the time of the year, working from early spring at the beginning of each section

through the winter at the end. And while you can cook many of these recipes throughout the

year, you’ll always get the most flavorful results if you use fresh products at their peak of the

season. If you’ve ever needed a little push to do more shopping at local farmers markets and

less shopping at the supermarket, let this cookbook be it. Any time you need some inspiration,

visit your farmers market and see what vegetables, fruit, and proteins grab your attention, then

come back here to decide what to cook with it.With all of these goals in mind, I put a lot of

thought into how to present the recipes in this cookbook. I believe that every recipe should

leave you with something beyond a tasty dish, whether it’s a new technique, an



underappreciated ingredient, a surprising flavor pairing, or a single element—such as a sauce,

dressing, crunchy topping, or pickle—that becomes part of your cooking repertoire. I’ve tried to

make these “takeaways” as obvious as possible by calling them just that: Every recipe in his

book calls out a main takeaway, and most will leave you with more than one gift that you can

apply to other recipes as well as your own creations.Most of the recipes in this book are

inspired by dishes that I’ve cooked at my current restaurant, Loring Place, or the restaurants

I’ve worked at in the past, including Union Square Cafe, Tabla, Core Club, and ABC Kitchen.

Whenever I create a new dish for a restaurant, I write a recipe intended for the kitchen staff.

These recipes assume a lot of culinary—and some institutional—knowledge on their part. If I

handed you one of these recipes, you’d probably be lost. So we’ve adapted the recipes for this

cookbook—and for you, the home cook—not only by filling in the gaps with specific instructions

on the techniques required to cook them, but we’ve also taken great pains (and I use the word

“pain” intentionally) to simplify the recipes as much as possible while still retaining what makes

them excellent.When you look at most of the recipes in this book, you’ll see the various

elements of the recipe broken out into separate ingredient lists and instructions, as well as a

section for finishing and serving the dish. Although it appears slightly unconventional when

compared to most cookbooks, this mimics how most restaurant kitchens work: Various parts of

a dish are prepared individually—some hours or even days in advance—then assembled right

before serving. Tom Colicchio calls this “component cooking,” and I think it’s a great method for

you to follow at home as well. Many of my recipe components can be made in advance, which

not only saves you time and lets you plan ahead, but also helps you identify the components—

and the takeaways—that you can use more broadly in your cooking. I hope many of these

fundamental sauces, dressings, pickles, crunchy toppings, stocks, and so on become your new

pantry staples, and that you discover many new uses for them beyond what I suggest in the

book.Lastly, I know many cooks—myself included—prefer to use recipes as inspiration, rather

than following them to the letter. I encourage you to do this with my cookbook. If a recipe calls

for sugar snap peas and you want to use green beans instead, go for it. If you can’t pickle

something in time for dinner, swap in another pickle or other acidic ingredient. Hate halibut?

Use cod instead. As long as you’re striving for synergy in your cooking—a balance of sweet,

sour, spicy, and bitter flavors, as well as contrasting textures—you’re going to love the

results.Dan’s Pantry StaplesYou don’t need to copy my pantry exactly to make the recipes in

this book, but keeping the following ingredients on hand will set you up for success and save

you a few trips to the market.Kosher saltI prefer kosher salt over fine sea salt, as the coarse

grains are easier to grab with your fingers and sprinkle evenly when seasoning food. There are

two major brands of kosher salt in America: Morton and Diamond Crystal. Unfortunately for

home cooks, there’s a huge difference between these two brands. While both are made from

sodium chloride, Diamond Crystal salt granules are flakier than the denser Morton salt, which

means a teaspoon of Diamond Crystal is less salty than a teaspoon of Morton. We cook with

Diamond Crystal at my restaurant, and used it to test the recipes in this cookbook as well. If

you’re using Morton kosher salt to cook these recipes, start with half as much salt as the recipe

calls for, and season to taste from there.Flaky sea saltWhen finishing a dish, I often add a

sprinkle of flaky sea salt to add texture and little pops of salinity. I love the light, pyramid-

shaped flakes of Maldon sea salt, which is widely available. Oregon-based Jacobsen Salt Co.

also makes an excellent flaky salt. When I want a little more crunch from a finishing salt, I’ll use

Maine Sea Salt Company’s salt, which is similar to French fleur de sel.SpicesAlthough you’ll

spot some outliers in my recipes, you can cook most of this book with a handful of spices: black

peppercorns, sweet smoked paprika, fennel seeds, cumin seeds, coriander seeds, and red



pepper flakes. For maximum freshness (and minimal waste), I recommend buying your spices

in small amounts from a shop that sells them in bulk bins, rather than pulling them from the

jarred spice rack at the grocery store, as those spices might have been sitting around for ages.

I also buy whole spices whenever possible, and grind them as needed.Olive oilFor everyday

cooking, I use California Olive Ranch’s mild, fruity Miller’s Blend, which is widely available. I

also like the brand’s Arbequina extra-virgin olive oil for simple vinaigrettes (where the olive oil is

a major player) and for drizzling over finished dishes.Vegetable oilI try to use non-GMO

ingredients whenever possible, so I avoid soybean-based “vegetable oil” and instead use

sunflower oil, which has a neutral flavor and high smoke point, making it a great all-around

cooking and frying oil.VinegarI use a lot of vinegar in my cooking, as well as many different

styles: red and white wine vinegar, champagne vinegar, balsamic vinegar, sherry vinegar, and

unseasoned rice vinegar. Sparrow Lane makes great examples of most of these styles, and I

also use Villa Manodori’s balsamic vinegars, which offer a great value. I also get asked a lot

about the difference between white wine and champagne vinegars: Champagne vinegar is less

acidic and slightly sweeter than white wine vinegar, so I usually use it in concert with other

acidic ingredients.TamariBecause many of our guests avoid gluten, I use tamari instead of soy

sauce, which contains wheat. If that’s not a concern at home, you can use soy

sauce.Elderflower syrupIf I have a secret ingredient for salad dressings, it’s elderflower syrup,

which has a flowery aroma and honey-like flavor. My go-to brand is d’Arbo, and Belvoir Fruit

Farms makes a great elderflower cordial as well. You’ll find elderflower syrup at many high-end

grocery stores, and it’s readily available online.Maple syrupI use maple syrup to add sweetness

and a deep, caramelized flavor to syrups and sauces. The grading system for maple syrups

has recently changed, but I typically use what was previously known as “grade B” syrup, and is

now called “grade A, dark color and robust flavor.”HoneyI buy local honey from the farmers

market, and suggest you do the same. For most purposes, I use a lighter, floral

honey.SugarFor environmental reasons, I use organic, unbleached sugar whenever possible,

but you can use regular granulated white sugar without any noticeable difference in

flavor.FlourAt Loring Place, we mill most of our flour in-house. But at home I stock King Arthur

or Bob’s Red Mill brands. I also love the gluten-free flours made by Cup4Cup, which you can

purchase online.Dried pastasWe make most of our pastas in-house at Loring Place, but for

cooking at home, I love Rustichella d’Abruzzo and Sfoglini brands.Canned tomatoesI mostly

use fresh tomatoes in my cooking, but when tomatoes aren’t in season, I reach for a can of

Muir Glen organic tomatoes or Jersey Fresh crushed tomatoes.MisoMiso comes in a few styles

and flavor profiles, but I mostly use white miso when I want a more mild flavor in vinaigrettes

and dressings, and a more robust yellow miso when I want its flavor to be more pronounced or

when pairing it with mushrooms and other umami-heavy ingredients. I also love the Momofuku

line of hozon, a fermented bean paste similar to miso but made from chickpeas or sunflower

seeds.KombuWe use kombu, a type of dried, edible kelp, to flavor stocks and other cooking

liquids, as well as for quick-cured fish. You’ll find kombu in the Asian section of most

supermarkets.OlivesI use a lot of green olives in my dishes and have two favorite varieties:

California-grown Sevillano olives, which have a pronounced olive-y flavor, and Italian

Castelvetrano olives, which are softer and more mild.YogurtIt’s always useful to have some

creamy, Greek-style yogurt on hand. If you don’t make your own, look for Stonyfield, Fage, or

Chobani brands at the store, and use whole-milk yogurt whenever possible.CheesesWhen a

recipe calls for Parmesan cheese, I use an imported Parmigiano-Reggiano. Grana Padano is

similar in style and makes a great substitute, as does the domestically made Sartori

SarVecchio Parmesan from Wisconsin. I also frequently call for fresh goat’s milk cheese (or



chèvre), and like those made by Coach Farm and Vermont Creamery.ChilesMost of my recipes

contain chile peppers in one form or another, and I always have a few varieties on hand. I use

red finger chiles as the base for my Fermented Chile Sauce and thinly sliced as a finishing

chile; if you can’t find red finger chiles, you can substitute cayenne chile peppers, which are

similar in flavor and heat level. With green chiles, I look to jalapeños when I want to use bigger

pieces and add crunch to a dish, and serranos when I want more heat or thin slivers. Thai

chiles (aka bird’s eye chiles) are small and add a lot of heat. You’ll find both green and red

versions of these; red Thai chiles have fully ripened and have a more pronounced flavor. Lastly,

I love the unique fruity flavor of habaneros, and typically leave out their seeds because they’re

quite spicy. You can use Habanada chiles in their place, a variety that was created to deliver

the flavor of habanero without the heat.CitrusAlthough citrus, like chiles, are a fresh ingredient,

I always keep a stock of limes, lemons, and oranges on hand. There’s nothing more

transformative than a squeeze of fresh citrus to finish a dish.Dan’s Essential ToolsIn addition to

a set of high-quality pots and pans, this is the gear I use every day in my kitchen.High-powered

blenderYou don’t need a commercial-strength Vitamix to make silky-smooth purees and

creamy dressings, but you need something more powerful than the cheap $20 blender you

bought for making margaritas in college. At home, I love Breville’s line of blenders.Rimmed

baking sheetsCommercial-grade baking sheets, aka “sheet pans,” are easy to find online and

at restaurant supply stores. I suggest stocking a few each of half-sheet (13 by 18 inches) and

quarter-sheet (9 by 13 inches) sizes.Wire baking rackI almost always use a baking rack when

roasting vegetables. The elevated platform allows for more airflow around the food, which

means you can evenly brown the ingredient on all sides without having to constantly flip—this

is especially helpful when roasting something that’s been coated with spices or cheese. Buy

one for every size of rimmed baking sheet that you own, and make sure it has bars in a grid (as

opposed to lengthwise rows).Instant-read thermometerA good thermometer is essential for

cooking meat, and very helpful for deep frying as well. I like OXO’s thermocouple thermometer,

which measures to the tenth of a degree.MandolineI use a lot of thinly shaved fruits and

vegetables in my cooking, and a mandoline will not only speed up your prep work, but give you

more consistent cuts than you can ever achieve with a knife. Japanese Benriner mandolines

are very affordable and up to the task—look for one with a julienne attachment.Fine-mesh

sievesI recommend having two fine-mesh sieves in your kitchen: a small, cone-shaped one for

sauces and dressings, and a larger basket-style strainer for purees and everything else.Pepper

millInvest in a high-quality pepper mill with an adjustable grind setting and you’ll never regret

the purchase. Mine is made by Peugeot, and I’ve had it forever.Cheese graters and citrus

zestersA fine-tooth Microplane (or similar style) rasp grater will tackle most cheese-grating and

citrus-zesting duties, but I also have a ribbon grater for making potato ribbons, and a box grater

or handheld coarse cheese grater for grating tomatoes and breadcrumbs in addition to

cheese.Digital scaleThe vast majority of measurements in this cookbook have been converted

to volume (i.e., teaspoons, tablespoons, and cups) for your convenience, but it’s great to have a

digital scale around for weighing out ingredients for doughs and baking recipes. I use OXO’s

digital scale, which has a handy pull-out display, and a smaller jeweler’s scale when measuring

small amounts of ingredients.Oven thermometerMost home cooks don’t realize how far off their

actual oven temperature can be from what the dial reads, especially gas ovens. I highly

recommend buying a simple oven thermometer—or a few, and placing them around the oven—

to make sure you’re cooking at the right temperature.KnivesKnives are the most personal tools

a cook owns, so you’ve probably already found some that work for you (and hopefully you’re

keeping them sharp). If not, I’d invest in a small, sturdy paring knife for fine cuts, a utility knife



(for fine cuts of shallots, garlic, and other small ingredients, as well as for butchering chicken),

and a good chef’s knife (I use a Masanobu VG-10 Gyuto, as well as other knives from Korin). I

also highly recommend an offset serrated knife (Zwilling J.A. Henckels makes a great one) for

slicing hard vegetables and bread.Corn zipperThis gadget (mine is made by Kuhn Rikon) is

totally not necessary, but it’s cheap and you’ll probably fall in love with it. It does a much better

job than a knife at separating kernels from a corn cob.TechniquesEssential CutsHere is a

visual guide to the knife cuts I frequently reference in my recipes.HerbsMy biggest pet peeve in

my kitchen is when one of my cooks hacks up some herbs. If you see a big green stain on your

cutting board after you’ve finished chopping herbs, that means you’ve committed the same

kitchen sin: All of that greenness left behind is flavor. I try to cut herbs as few times as possible

to avoid bruising them and speeding up oxidation. Instead of running my knife through a pile of

herbs, I’ll bunch them up into a tight bundle and slice them once. For finely chopped herbs, I’ll

run my knife through once, turn the herbs, then cut them one more time.MintLeft: wide ribbons.

Right: thinly slicedparsleyLeft: roughly chopped. Right: finely choppedbasilLeft: thinly sliced.

Center: wide ribbons. Right: coarsely choppedvegetablescucumbersLeft and center: on the

bias. Right: obliquesonionsthinly sliceddicedfinely choppedfennelLeft: wedges. Right:

matchstickschilesfinely choppedhalf-moonsGreg Brainin taught me this trick for finely diced or

chopped jalapeños: Make long slits down the length of the chile, rolling it as you go and leaving

them attached at the stem end, then cut the strips crosswise.gingercarrotsobliquesCutting

Citrus Segments and peelsSlicing Sashimi and CrudoWhen slicing raw fish, a sharp knife is

absolutely essential. After that the task is simple: Cut the fish across the grain, wiping your

blade between every cut to avoid sticking. If the fish starts to separate (which is common with

tuna), turn the fish over and change the angle of your cut to be at a slight angle against the

grain.Curing Fish in KombuBlending Cheese into Dressings and VinaigrettesYou can make an

extra-creamy dressing or vinaigrette (without adding any cream or mayonnaise) by blending

cheese into the dressing. With hard cheeses (like Manchego and Parmesan), I first break the

cheese up into bite-size pieces—there’s no need to grate the cheese first, but you certainly

can. Once the cheese has been added, blend until the cheese has completely broken down

and emulsified into a very smooth, silky dressing. This will take longer than you think, at least a

minute with a high-powered commercial blender, and a minute or two longer with most home

blenders. Once the dressing looks smooth, have a taste; if it’s still grainy, continue blending

until it’s perfectly silky.Blanching VegetablesA few things will help you be a better blancher. Use

a large amount of water (a large saucepan or stockpot is your best vessel) and salt the water

heavily—even more than you would a pot of pasta water (I use 1 to 2 cups of salt per gallon of

water). Prepare a very icy water bath and set a strainer or colander inside the ice (to make

removing the shocked vegetables easy). Then bring the water to a rolling boil before adding the

vegetables. If the water stops boiling for more than a few seconds, cover the pot until it returns

to a boil.Making Crispy Shallotsshaping Pizza DoughMaking Ricotta CavatelliBuilding Blocks of

FlavorAt many restaurants (including mine), we break our dishes down into many mini recipes,

or components. This allows us to divide the labor among multiple cooks, makes it easy to

prepare some components ahead of time, and gives me building blocks that I can use to

develop new dishes. Here, I’ve organized the components of the recipes in this book to help

you do all of these things, but most of all, I want you to use them to inspire your own new

kitchen creations.MeatDuck ConfitFennel SausagePork Belly ConfitDoughs &

PastasGnocchiRicotta CavatelliWhole-Wheat Pizza DoughCondimentsChile AioliHerb

OilHouse MayonnaiseHouse SrirachaLemon-Parmesan AioliOlive TapenadeOrange

AioliPaprika OilSesame-Chile CondimentTomato CompoteWhole-Grain MustardWhole-Grain



Mustard MayoDressings & VinaigrettesApple DressingApple VinaigretteBeet VinaigretteBlood

Orange DressingBlood Orange VinaigretteCaesar DressingCashew VinaigretteChunky Lemon

VinaigretteCreamy Garlic VinaigretteFennel VinaigretteFennel and Citrus VinaigretteGoat

Cheese DressingHazelnut VinaigretteHoney-Mustard VinaigretteLemon-Balsamic

VinaigretteLemon-Chile VinaigretteLemon-Honey VinaigretteLemon-Mayo DressingLemon-

Pecorino DressingLemon VinaigretteLime VinaigretteManchego VinaigretteMeyer Lemon

VinaigretteMustard VinaigretteNut VinaigretteOrange VinaigretteOregano VinaigrettePickled

Peach VinaigrettePistachio VinaigrettePomegranate VinaigretteRed Pepper VinaigretteRed

Wine VinaigretteRed Wine and Oregano VinaigretteSesame-Soy DressingShallot

VinaigretteYogurt–Blue Cheese DressingSherry VinaigretteSoy-Brown Butter VinaigretteSpicy

VinaigretteSpicy Red Wine VinaigretteSpicy Green Chile VinaigretteStrawberry-Olive

DressingStrawberry VinaigretteSweet and Spicy VinaigretteYogurt–Poppy Seed

DressingPickles & PreservesBell Pepper ChutneyCaramelized OnionsDried Cherry

TomatoesGarlic ConfitGrilled Cucumber PicklesLemon JamLavender-Pickled

PeachesMarinated KohlrabiMarinated OlivesMarinated PeppersMushroom JamOrange

MarmaladePickled CarrotsPickled Cherry-Pepper RelishPickled CauliflowerPickled

FennelPickled Fresno ChilesPickled GingerPickled Green TomatoesPickled JalapeñosPickled

Mixed PeppersPickled PeppersPickled RampsPickled Red Finger ChilesPickled Red

OnionsPickled ShallotsPickled Vegetable SaladPickled Watermelon RadishesQuick Kohlrabi

KimchiQuick Preserved LemonsRoasted Cherry TomatoesRoasted TomatoesShallot

ConfitSoppressata-Tomato JamSweet-Sour OnionsSaucesApple GastriqueBarbecue

SauceBroken Chile SauceCarrot Barbecue SauceCarrot-Ginger DipCarrot-Hazelnut

RomescoCheese SauceChickpea SauceChile SauceCorn BéchamelCorn SauceCrushed

Tomato SauceFermented Chile SauceGreen Hot SauceGrilled Scallion RémouladeHerbed

Goat CheeseHoney-Butter Hot SauceLime YogurtMaple-Chile GlazeMaple-Lime GlazeMiso

GlazeMiso-Herb SauceMushroom RaguOrange-Ginger PureePeach-Apricot PureePeach-

Tomato SaucePomegranate GlazeQuick Tomato SauceRed Hot SauceRed Wine Vinegar

GlazeSunchoke SauceSweet and Sour Carrot SauceSweet and Spicy Sauce , Sweet and

Spicy SauceTamarind SauceYogurt SauceStocksCorn StockChicken StockInfused Chicken

StockKombu TeaTomato WaterToppingsAlmond-Herb ToppingCandied WalnutsCaramelized

OnionsCharred ShallotsCorn FrittersCrispy GarlicCrispy Goat CheeseCrispy OnionsCrispy

ShallotsFried CapersFried ChickpeasFried Pumpkin SeedsGinger-Scallion ToppingHerbed

BreadcrumbsHorseradish GremolataKombu SprayLime YogurtOrange-Chile ToppingParmesan

CroutonsPotato RibbonsSesame ClustersSpiced PopcornSpicy BreadcrumbsSpicy

GranolaSunchoke ChipsSzechuan SaltWinter Spice MixStarters & SoupsBaby Artichokes with

Wine GlazeHummus with Radishes and Crispy ChickpeasHummus | Fried ChickpeasCrispy

Spiced Cauliflower with Lemon Jam and ChilesLemon JamFried Shrimp with Szechuan Salt

and Chile AioliChile Aioli | Szechuan SaltSpring Pea SoupChicken Liver MousseHeirloom

Tomato ToastsFluke Sashimi with Dried Tomatoes, Strawberries, and OlivesStrawberry-Olive

DressingBaked Ricotta with Dried Cherry TomatoesSpicy Vinaigrette | Dried Cherry

TomatoesBaked Ricotta with Kabocha Squash, Caramelized Onions, and MintTomato-

Raspberry GazpachoCorn Soup with Spiced PopcornCorn Stock | Spiced PopcornVegetable

Crudités with Carrot-Ginger DipCarrot-Ginger Dip | Kombu SprayArctic Char Sashimi with

Sesame-Chile CondimentMarinated Kohlrabi | Sesame-Chile CondimentSmoky Japanese

Eggplant with Carrot-Hazelnut RomescoCarrot-Hazelnut Romesco | Pickled Red OnionsBeet

Green and Chickpea Soup with Corn FrittersCorn FrittersButternut Squash Fries with Lemon-

Parmesan AioliLemon-Parmesan AioliCreamy Tomato and Cauliflower SoupSalmon Tartare



with Pickled Cherry-Pepper Relish, Crunchy Vegetables, and Garlic ToastsPickled Cherry-

Pepper Relish | Whole-Grain MustardFarro and White Bean Soup with Herb OilHerb OilArctic

Char Crudo with Grilled Pomelo and Blood Orange DressingBlood Orange DressingBay

Scallop Crudo with House SrirachaHouse SrirachaParsnip Soup with Sautéed

MushroomsSautéed MushroomsQuick-Cured Salmon with Fennel and Citrus

VinaigretteFennel and Citrus VinaigretteChicken Nuggets with Maple-Chile Glaze and Celery

RootMaple-Chile Glaze | Celery Root Puree | Pickled Watermelon RadishesMatzo Ball

SoupCrispy Pork Belly Confit with Citrus Glaze and Pickled VegetablesPickled Vegetable

SaladBaby Artichokeswith Wine GlazeMakes 4 servingsThis rustic one-pot dish can play either

as a starter or a side, maybe next to a piece of roasted fish (the wine glaze will serve double

duty as a sauce). You can make this with full-grown artichokes, but I much prefer baby

artichokes, which are more tender and don’t require as much prep work. Which brings us

to . . .8 to 10 baby artichokes¼ cup extra-virgin olive oil2 large garlic cloves, thinly sliced2

teaspoons kosher salt¾ cup white wine¼ cup Castelvetrano olives, pitted and coarsely

chopped1 teaspoon red pepper flakes1 cup roughly chopped mint½ cup roughly chopped

basilPinch of sugar2 tablespoons fresh lemon juiceWith a small, sharp knife, cut off the

artichoke stems. Remove the tough exterior leaves. Cut off the top third of the artichokes and

trim any tough parts. Quarter the artichokes lengthwise.In a large skillet, heat the oil over

medium-high heat. Add the artichokes and cook, stirring occasionally, until they’re well

browned on all sides and just tender when pierced with a knife. Add the garlic and salt and

cook, stirring frequently, until golden brown, 2 to 3 minutes. Add ½ cup of the wine, increase

the heat to high, and simmer until most of the liquid has evaporated. Add the olives, red pepper

flakes, mint, basil, and a pinch of sugar. Add the remaining ¼ cup wine and bring the liquid to a

boil, then add the lemon juice and stir well; the liquid should form a glaze that coats the

artichokes. Serve. The Takeaway Cleaning and prepping baby artichokes is easier than for their

adult counterparts. You don’t have to remove as many leaves, and the furry choke is edible (a

little bit of choke from an adult artichoke can taint an entire dish with bitterness). Let color be

your guide when prepping baby artichokes: Trim away anything that’s dark green, and leave the

rest.Hummuswith Radishes and Crispy ChickpeasMakes 8 servingsI started making hummus

back in my Tabla days, and it’s since become the go-to snack in my house. My hummus is far

from minimalist; I blend in some garlic confit, pickled onions, and a good amount of lemon

juice. For added crunch, I set aside some of the cooked chickpeas and fry them right before I’m

ready to serve the hummus. The difference between good and great hummus starts at the

market: A high-quality tahini will add the fresh, nutty sesame flavor that this recipe needs. I use

the Seed + Mill brand, which is made in New York City. Hummus 1 cup dried chickpeas½

teaspoon baking sodaKosher salt¾ cup Pickled Red Onions½ cup Garlic Confit½ cup tahini,

well stirred¾ cup extra-virgin olive oil¼ cup fresh lemon juiceKosher saltIn a bowl, cover the

chickpeas by at least 2 inches of water (they’ll soak up more than you’d expect). Add the

baking soda and 1 tablespoon salt and stir until dissolved. Let the chickpeas soak at room

temperature for at least 8 hours or overnight. Drain and rinse.Place the soaked chickpeas in a

saucepan and cover with 8 cups water. Bring the water to a boil, then reduce the heat and

simmer until the chickpeas are very tender and starting to fall apart, 45 to 60 minutes. As they

cook, give the chickpeas an occasional stir and skim off any foam or skins that come to the

surface.Drain the chickpeas, reserving the cooking liquid. Set aside 1 cup of the drained

chickpeas for frying.In a food processor, combine the pickled onions and garlic confit. Puree

until finely chopped. Add the drained chickpeas, tahini, olive oil, lemon juice, and 1 tablespoon

salt. Puree until very smooth, thinning the hummus out with a bit of cooking liquid if needed



(the hummus should be thick enough to support a radish stuck into it). Season to taste with

salt. If you want an extra-smooth hummus, pass it through a tamis or fine-mesh strainer, using

a rubber spatula to press it through. The hummus is best served right away, but you can cover

and refrigerate it for a day or two. Let warm to room temperature before serving. Fried

Chickpeas Makes 1 cupVegetable oil, for frying1 cup cooked chickpeas (from Hummus,

opposite)Kosher saltIn a small saucepan, heat 1 inch of oil to 375°F. Dry the chickpeas well

with paper towels. Fry the chickpeas, stirring frequently, until they’re golden brown, 4 to 5

minutes. Drain on paper towels and season with salt. For Serving 2 cups Hummus1 teaspoon

ground cumin1 teaspoon sweet smoked paprikaFried Chickpeas2 cups breakfast radishes,

halved lengthwise if largeSpread the hummus in the base of a platter or large shallow bowl.

Sprinkle with the cumin and paprika. Sprinkle the fried chickpeas over the top, then stand the

breakfast radishes in the hummus and serve. The Takeaway In addition to sourcing good tahini,

the secret to excellent hummus is to cook the chickpeas past the point where they’re tender,

but stop before they start to completely fall apart. Then let your food processor or blender do

the rest of the work—it’s impossible to over-puree the hummus.Crispy Spiced Cauliflowerwith

Lemon Jam and ChilesMakes 4 servingsWhen I worked at Tabla, I fell in love with the

combination of cauliflower and Indian spices. Over the years I’ve run with this idea in both raw

(see the Pickled Cauliflower) and cooked cauliflower. What makes this dish memorable,

though, is the texture you achieve when both roasting and frying cauliflower. The roasting stage

infuses the vegetable with the intense spice paste, then a quick dip in hot oil crisps it up and

turns it into fun finger food. We use this technique for making Butternut Squash Fries, and it

works well with broccoli, sunchokes, and potatoes as well. Spice Paste 1½ teaspoons black

peppercorns1½ teaspoons coriander seeds1½ teaspoons fennel seeds½ teaspoon cumin

seeds1½ teaspoons yellow mustard seeds2 large garlic cloves, smashedOne 1½-inch piece

ginger, peeled and chopped¼ teaspoon sweet smoked paprika½ teaspoon red pepper flakes½

teaspoon turmeric3 long strips lemon zest (no pith)1½ teaspoons kosher saltIn a small skillet,

toast the peppercorns, coriander, fennel, cumin, and mustard seeds over medium heat until

fragrant, 2 to 3 minutes. Grind the seeds and add to a blender or mini food processor. Add the

remaining ingredients and blend until smooth. Lemon Jam Makes 1 cup5 medium lemons½

cup fresh lemon juice, strained1 tablespoon plus ½ teaspoon water!S cup sugar1 teaspoon

kosher saltPinch of turmericUsing a vegetable peeler or sharp knife, peel the lemons, trying to

get some of the white pith as well (this will add body to the jam). Roughly chop the lemon

peels, then add to a small saucepan. Cover with cold water, bring to a boil, then strain. Blanch

the lemon peel two more times; this will make the jam less bitter. Return the blanched lemon

peel to the saucepan and add the remaining ingredients. Bring to a simmer and cook until the

liquid has reduced to a syrupy texture, about 10 minutes. Transfer to a blender or mini food

processer and blend until very smooth, frequently scraping down the bowl. If the puree is too

thick to blend, add a splash of water to loosen it up. Scrape the jam into a container and cover

with plastic wrap pressed onto the surface. Let cool, then refrigerate until ready to use. The

lemon jam can be refrigerated for several days. Crispy Cauliflower 1 head cauliflower, cut into

bite-size florets¼ cup water!S cup plus 5 tablespoons all-purpose flourSpice PasteVegetable or

canola oil, for frying!S cup cornstarch![ teaspoon baking powder3 tablespoons vodka3

tablespoons cold seltzer waterKosher salt
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Annabel, “Look beyond the terrible book design. This cookbook by one of NYC’s most talented

chefs is full of teaching moments - a must if you’re interested in deepening your cooking skills

and learning about flavor.The problem is that whoever designed it made a mistake. Far too

many different fonts on a page, white text on black background and a busy layout make it really

hard to use.If you can get past that and actually follow his techniques you’ll be rewarded. He

shows home cooks how to make balanced chef-driven dishes that are a revelation.”

Opumayaquem, “I LOVE THIS BOOK!!!. I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE, THIS BOOK! I cook a lot and

am totally impressed not only with the selection of recipes but also Dan's thoughtful ingredient

lists. For a world class chef, Dan makes all the recipes within reach for the average home cook

to feel like a pro. (Thanks Dan!) The "take away" section in the recipes is a way for the author

to connect with the reader/home cook. Nice touch and may easily lead the way in the cook

book world for future authors. All too often cook book chef/authors relate stories of food but fail

to connect the dots of food, author and reader. I will be buying any book that Dan puts together

going forward. Thoughtful, easy, and full of YUM! Oh! Did I mention that I love this book?”

Stephen A. Levine, “A wonderfully useful book. Well written. It's not just a recipe book. I have



always had a stash of carmelised onions around. I've added fried shallots to that list. Dips and

dressings are superb.  I'll be gifting this to my "foodie" friends this holiday season.”

Kenneth A. Fuchs, “Takes fresh, everyday ingredients and makes something incredible.. I’ve

been to all of Chef Kluger’s restaurants - Loring Place and the ones he opened for famous

chefs previously. His approach is so simple and authentic but delivers incredible flavor and

unique combinations from everyday ingredients. The common denominator is that it’s always

fresh and is really everyday food with little twists that are just brilliant. His book is full of what I

love about his cooking and personality - warm, creative and down to earth.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great cookbook, poor presentation. GREAT Cookbook, lots of innovative

techniques. But a publishing choice is a huge disappointment: the "TAKEAWAY" lesson from

the recipes is printed in thin dark peach type on a pale peach background and is thus almost

illegible. If I had seen this before I fell in love with the cookbook, I would not have bought it. 5

stars for the cookbook, 2 stars presentation.”

Martin Kluger, “Excellent book of recipes. So many interesting new recipes. Walks you thru all

needed steps and prep”

joblo 35, “AAA. INTERESTING BOOK IF YOUR INTO COOKING”

The book by Dan Kluger has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 263 people have provided feedback.
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